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Down, But Not OutWritten by Randy Owen -The news on this date in 1995 was a bit disturbing and came at a
very bad time. Singer TyHerndon was arrested for allegedly exposing himself to an undercover male police
oﬃcer in apark in Fort Worth, Texas. The charges were dropped when he later pleaded guilty topossession of
methamphetamines and sentenced to ﬁve years probation. Worse, the incidenthappen...
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FLYER AUG 9 AND AUG 14 SCHOOLED BUT NOT EDUCATED 2012
THE COVENANT SCHOOL AN EDUCATION IS MORE THAN JUST TEST SCORES Discover the distinct advantages of
Covenants Christian Liberal Arts and Sciences Education Parents of students enteringPre-Pre-K through Grade
12 are invited to join us for Headmaster George Sankers presentation SCHOOLED BUT NOT EDUCATED?THURS
? AUG 9 or TUES ? AUG 14 Well treat you to a BBQ dinner 220- if you call 220-8102 for ticket...
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SPIRITUAL BUT NOT RELIGIOUS
Spiritual (and Jewish) but not Pew & The Jews - Another TakeReligious, by Martin KavkaThe lead takeaway from
the Pew Martin Kavka is the PhilipResearch Center s Portrait of and Muriel Berman ChairJewish Americans is the
signi?cant in Jewish Studies atproportion of young Jewsbetween one-quarter and one-third Lehigh University. of
Jews born after 1965who identify as having no religion. But this is n...
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Basic ResearchTechnologyMineral Trioxide Aggregate but not Light-cure MineralTrioxide Aggregate Stimulated
MineralizationJoo Eduardo Gomes-Filho, DDS, MSc, PhD,* Max Dougals de Faria, DDS, MSc,*Pedro Felcio
Estrada Bernab, DDS, MSc, PhD,* Mauro Juvenal Nery, DDS, MSc, PhD,*Jos Arlindo Otoboni-Filho, DDS, MSc,
PhD,* Eloi Dezan-Jnior, DDS, MSc, PhD,*Mariana Machado Teixeira de Moraes Costa, DDS, MSc...
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